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DESIGN OF A SPHEROMAK COMPRESSOR DRIVEN BY HIGH
EXPLOSIVES.*

1. I-knins, J.C. Ferriindez, T.R. Jarboe,” ● S.P. Marsh, G.J. Marklin,
R.M. Mayo, F.J. Wysocki.

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamcrs, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

High energy density spheromaks can be used toaccelerate athin section of the
flux conserver wall-to !u~h velocities. The energy density of a spheromak, forme(l by
conventional hehclty rejection into a flux conscrver, can be increased by redu(:irl
the flux consmver volume after the spheromak is formed, fA method o
accomplishing

-&l
this is by implodin

%
one wall of the flux conserver with l)ig,h

exploswes. e velocity of a wall riven by hi h explosives is about 3-5 km/see,
Fwhich is not exceptionally fast. Magnetic equi ]brium calculations show that for

some imploding 7UXconserver e~metries, the energy density of the spheromak can
%be suddenly increased on an Al cm time scale b) the tenden~ of the spheromali to

maintain a state of minimum energy per urn?. heiicity, wnich is equivalent !O
minimizing A = pOj/B . In this p~ocess, as the initial flux conserver dimensions are
reduced under the exploswe drwe, the characteristic A of the confi~ulation
increases. Then, if there is a~~attached flux conserwer region whose dimensions iirc
such that its A becomes lower than for the imploding re ion, the s~heromak will

fquickly transfer to this re ,ion, even if its volume is sma ler, thus increasing the
ener~ per unit voh~me. d e call this the “natural switching” feature of spheromak.s.
The s~mplest such geometry is a cylindrical flux conserver with one end bein driven
by high explosives. \An attached, smaller-diameter on-axis cylinder has a t in end
wall which is accelerated when the spheromak switches into the smaller cylinder [ ‘1].

We have embarked on a progrtim t~ demonstrate that a spheromak can be ustd
as an ener~ transfer medium, and that a velocity gain over high-explosive drivcm
plate velocities can be achieved. To do this, a plasma gun helicity source that will
m“ect a spheroma,k with suitable initial energy density and lifetime [2] is needed,

iA so, an implodiible fiLIx conserver that remains intact and clean during the
implosion” must be developed, The flux conscrver roblem is probably the more

ichallenging one, because very little experimental wor has been done in the past on
explosively driven metal plates into a high vacuum, with sizes and travel distances
appropriate for our iipplication.

FLUX CONS13RVER COM1’RlkiSION WI”ITfI{IGII EXPLOSIVES

‘lhcre urc two ncccssay ~)riiCtiCill requirements for an explosive com )rcssion of II
{flux conserwer. ‘1’hcfirst ISth:it the imploding Willl does not rupture. “ he second is

thiit gi~~ses or other dcbri i]rc not e’ectcd which could pcnctriitc und poison” the
Aspheromtik Pliismii, und thus rc(iucc t e spheromilk lifetime below Whiit is neccssiiry

to car
7

out the spherorniik comptcssion” iind the ~t)hsc(~~lcnt ii~cclcriition of th(~
flyer p iitc. our first illclifl;ltion Wi\S to go with the Cylill(iric;\l flux conscrvcr
gconlctfy. 1Iowcvcr, tW() Ciirly Slllilll”SC;llC cxpcrimcnts of iill cxph)sivcly driven cn(l



plate inacylindx showed that the sliding seal against the linder walls allowed
explosive by-products to enetrate into the cylinder volume.

E
? n addition, scaling to

larger sizes would have een difficult, because it is com licated and e ensive to
! Tinitiate a plane wave detonation over a large area. There ore, we decide to design

and test a deform-in? geometry, with no shding seals, in which an initial shallow
dome is inverted durm the implosion. For economic reasons, we decided to use a

!simple circular slab o exp!osive, detopated at a single point in the center. The
curvature of the dome and other dimensions were optimized through numerical
hydrodynamic simulation of the explosion and the subsequent motion of the metal
wall.

We decided on the following full-scale dimensions for the first test: 61-cm
spherical radius, 69-cm circular radius, and 0.3-cm thickness for the aluminum
(11OO-H14 alloy) dome; 58.4-cm diameter and 7.6-cm thickness for the high
explosive, placed l.O-cm from the apex of the dome. Total needed on-axis
displacement of the dome is about 30 cm. The expected final on-a~is velocity of the
a!urninum surface was 4.5 km/see. The diagnostics consisted of a sequence of 25
fast-framing-camera stereo color photographs taken at 3.0- ~sec intervals. Fiducial
markin s were made on the dome and on a trans arent plastic late 30 cm from the

P B i?pole o the dome to allow measurement of t e dome pro ile from the stereo
photographs. The space between the dome and the plastlc plate was to be filled
with helium to eliminate glow from air being shocked by the implodin dome.

iUnfortunately, the helium purge was not complete, and the photo rap s were
iobscured by the bri ht glow after about 40 microseconds from t e time of

F?detonation of the H , during which time the dome displacement was only about
12 cm. Until then, we could see the aluminum surface deforming, as expected, but
small surface irregularities were formed as the explosive force struck the dome, It is
suspected that by that time, some of these small bumps may have already
perforated, and we do not know what happened at later times.

Based on the results of the first test, we changed the dome thickness to 0,95-cm of
S052-H32 aluminum alloy. Other dimensions remained the same. Also, we sealed
and evacuated the space in front of the dome to about 20 mTorr, and the space
between the dome and the explosive to about 50 mTorr. This time, no bright light
emission was obsemed in the vacuum region. The bumps on the dome surface were
still present. but they were larger in diameter and farther apart, suggesting a scalin
with dome thickness, tThe detailed ntiture of the bumps is still not understm) ,
Measurements of the dome profiles at various times were made from the stereo
holographs, These agreed well with the computer simulation, as shown in Fi 7, 1.

{ khere ma have been some perforations of the metal surface near the edge o the
Jdome at 7 microseconds, but these are in locations and at late enough time, such

thnt they should not affect the performance of the speromak compression, The

!
redicted velocit at the center was 3,1 km/see, and the measured velocity was 3,()

{m/see, The ve ocity reaches a l~early constant value about 60 microseconds after
the di~tonation is initiated, It would be desirable to have a higher implosion
velocity, but otherwise, these results appear to be satisfactory,

We still have to assess the vacuum quiility in front of the imploding meta} surftice.
To do this on futl]re tests, we will produce iI better vacuum, and instidl fast ion
gtiuges to make pressure measurements during the implosion.



DESIGN OF PLASMA GUN

Wehavedesigned and fabricated aplmma Wn$obeused for injectin the initial
%s he~omak plasma into the collapsible flux conse~er, The diameter of t e gun was

1ictated by the requirement that the injection had to take lace along the periphery
fof the flux conserver. Figure 2 shows a cross sectional iagram of the gun. The

inner and outer electrode diameters are 53.3 and 68,6 cm, respective
(1’” ‘e rnelectrodes are stainless steel. A 21-cm long copper entrance region lea s to the ux

conserver. The ~n will be
%

owered by a 12-mF, 20-KV (max.) capacitor bank
available at the firing site. 1 e dome to be imploded is attached to the end, and
forms one wall of the flux conserver. The opposite wall is shaped so that the
entrance ~a~ will at all times during the imploslon be narrower than the smallest
characteristic dimension of the flux conserver. This will prevent the s heromak
from escapin

J
back into the gun. iEventually, the entrance gap will e closed

completely, us trappin the spheromak.
B

When the magnetic pressure becomes
large enou h, the thin “ yer plate”, which will be scored at the edges, will break

i?away and t e spheromak will transfer into the cylindrical space behind it. While this
(domed-end) geon?etry of the flux conserver may not be as efficient as a cylindrical
one to utilize the “rlatural switching” effect, we ex ect to be able to demonstrate a

Evelocity gain of the flyer plate over the velocity oft e imploding flux conserver wall.
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FIG. 1. Profiles of the high-explosive driven 0.95-cm thick aluminum dome at various
times after detonation at t = 0. The solid lines are

c1’
lots of the numerically

simulated positions of the aluminum layer, and the ots show the measured
positions of the surface, at the times indicated. The dashed lines outline the
entrance region and the opposite wall of the flux conserver, if they were present as
in Fig. 2.
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(“’r(w+s~c.tiol?iil diiigriinl of the pl:isrllt~ gun, flUX conscrvcr,
tisscmhly.


